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There is so much to do on our great island, and most of what you can enjoy is free. Best of all,

everything in this book is FREE to do (except entry into Haleakala and Iao Park fees). There are not

too many places you can travel to and have that luxury.
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This is a great book, so different from all the other Maui travel books out there. Ã‚Â This book took

over two years to complete because we hiked every hike, explored every waterfall and traveled to

every beach listed. Ã‚Â The book is laid out simple and clean. Ã‚Â It presents the basics for

directions and descriptions and the greatest asset is the 240 plus color photos that make up the

foundation. All photographed by the author as well. Ã‚Â There is no other book out there like this

one. Ã‚Â If you are heading to Maui or live on Maui and like getting out of your car and exploring

this beautiful island then this is the book for you.

(28) Hikes, (37) Waterfalls on the Road to Hana, and (61) accessible beaches on the island of Maui.

Ã‚Â What more could you ask for? Ã‚Â Oh wait, there is more! Ã‚Â Color photos of all the hikes,

waterfalls and beaches. Ã‚Â The ultimate guide to enjoying Maui by getting out of your car and

exploring this beautiful island.GET OUT AND MOVE.......

I just re-read the other reviews for this book and I just don't agree with them. I'm a 55 year old avid

hiker living in the Seattle area. I have purchased many hiking books over the years. I was not



impressed with this book. First off the book has no maps. There should be a law against publishing

a hiking book without maps. The trail descriptions lack the details necessary find your way in some

cases. Most trails in Maui have no signage so it would be nice to know what to do when you come

to a fork in the trail. Many of the trails listed don't even give mileages or elevation gain. There were

a few waterfall trails listed as up to 4 separate hikes because there were 4 waterfalls along the

same trail. Each listing had the same writeup repeated but just associated with a different waterfall

picture.To make matters worse the binding was faulty so every time I turned a page, the page would

fall out of the book.The photos were in my opinion were just OK. All the photos were taken with flat

midday light. The waterfall picture all looked like they were taken during a drought.The only good

thing that I could say about the book is that it appears to be a fairly comprehensive list of the hikes

available on Maui.I would definitely not recommend this hiking guide.

You have to get this book! I LOVE IT!!What a fabulous guide through Maui in this colorful page by

page book of where to find and explore the beauty while hiking, explore the majestic beaches and

find those spectacular water falls. Also included are the directions to your destination that are easy

to follow.Do yourself a favor and get this book, you will be so happy to have it with you when

traveling to Maui!!!

Incredible pictures, even if we don't make it to the island of Maui I have drooled on every page, and

I know that these two photographers have taken those pictures at the most beautiful time of the year

for each location, and I feel like I can "go" to those beautiful waterfalls on the pages whenever I

open the book . Just beautiful.

If you are going to Maui or just looking for information this is the Book for you.It is well organized,

informative and the pictures are beautiful.My compliments to the authors for their eye for Beauty and

detail.Great Job.

Nice photos, but this book has no value as a hiking reference

This book about Maui is honestly the best you will find to tour the island. The details are spot on and

the photography is the best for the books you can buy.....

Aloha,This is one of the BEST Guidebooks I have purchased. It has a great photos (the authors are



photographers - and you can tell they are talented)!I live on Maui and know these hikes well and the

locations and directions are spot on. Same goes for the waterfalls and beaches! The book is a good

size for carrying in your car or backpack. It doesn't list any of the places on private land like that

other not-to-be-mentioned Maui book.Bravo to Marshall and Powell!Turn this thing into an APP!I'll

buy that too!Mahalo!

Beauitful pictures!
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